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This address before a national meeting of chamber
of commerce managers indicates several ideas of
our own general manager relating to present and
postwar problems. Comments and criticisms are
invited and will be gratefully received.
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at a NACOS conference, which is another way of saying
that thus assembled we determine no policies.
Rather, we meet here to obtain new ideas for
more useful and effective work in our several
communities. We gather better to prepare ourselves for the year ahead.
A keynote address, therefore, would seem
more appropriate were it to focus attention on
the problems of the coming year than were it
merely to preface the specific items of the conference program. Should this be an incorrect
premise then accept it for what it actually is:
a justification for some unorthodox keynoting.
The year ahead will command our attention
in two broad respects: ( 1 ) our part in successfully conducting the war and (2) our part in
preparing for the postwar period.

W

E TAKE NO POSITIONS

Voluntary Resources Untapped
There is little requirement for comment on
our home front war activities. We, in the chamber of commerce field, seem to be doing our
utmost, which is to say, we seem to be doing all
we are permitted to do.
Chambers of commerce, like all other voluntary resources of the nation, have anxiously and
avidly sought to play an ever-increasing role in
war helpfulness. A high degree of competence,
local "know-how" and organizing ability have
supported the enlistment of our services. Yet
officially, with some minor exceptions, the great
voluntary resources of this nation have not been
used effectively in the war effort. At least these
voluntary resources have not been given a place
on the varsity.
Millions of citizens, in and out of chambers
of commerce, have sought to do war tasks with

no profit to themselves or cost to the government. To serve, to get ourselves off the bench,
to get on the playing team we have had to join
federal payrolls, become part of the bureaucracy
and tie ourselves up in its red tape.

Coercion Official Trend
Our government tends to belittle voluntary
resources and, for that matter, most freedom
procedures. It leans to the doctrines of regimentation, restrictionism and coercion, with
itself as the master mind of all things economic
and social. These attitudes are at loggerheads
with the doctrines and practices of freedom. One
needs no better sample evidence than the federal
distinctions between organizations where memberships are forced, even by government itself,
and those where memberships are still a matter
of choice.
Admitting the need for a greater degree of
directed action during war, directed action even
on the home front, it is not strange that our ,
present excesses of it have had confusing, not to
say, chaotic effects. Regimentation produces different results among a people accustomed to freedom than among those trained to the goose step.
Failure to employ the voluntary resources of
the nation to the utmost and the consequent insistence on doing everything possible by governmental organization has left unsolved a multitude of problems which we must face, problems
which will challenge our capacities and our
abilities.

Failures To Plague Us
In the years ahead all of us are going to be
confronted with the failures of an enormous,
badly managed bureaucracy and these failures
are going to be tossed in our laps with "now
it's up to the local community." Some of these
problems are going to be almost beyond solution because of the manner in which they have
been manhandled and because of the extent to
which government has preempted the avenues

normal to voluntary processes. As an example,
I cite the manpower problem and its applicatio.n
to a Number One Labor Shortage Area. We
are told that now the job is up to us, yet the
field of action is so restricted by laws, rules and
decrees that little remains which we can do. We
are placed in a straight jacket and are told to run
a hundred yards in ten flat.
But this battle on the home front, with all its
difficulties, is minor compared to the battles on
the war front. It is at once our opportunity
and our duty to do the best we can, to do more
than our share if that be possible, regardless of
the esteem in which we are held officially and
irrespective of the role it is our lot to play.
Getting on with the war, getting the horrible
mess over at the earliest possible moment and
with the least cost in lives and resources must be
our unfaltering objective.
Are We So Good, Ourselves?
But now to part two-our part in preparing
for the postwar period. How are we doing, we
who are supposed to represent the voluntary and
free enterprise idea of society, in assuring that
type of society for the postwar era? We who
criticize bureaucracy and the Utopian plans of
the collectivists-what are we doing to assure a
better postwar America? Isn't it proper to ask,
are we so good, ourselves? And by ourselves I
mean not merely chamber secretaries but along
with us our associates and members, business and
professional people generally.
In assaying our steadfastness to the principles
which we allegedly espouse we find, for instance,
that some of us supported NRA, notwithstanding the fact that it was as anti-enterprise as
any movement ever devised-fascism, pure and
simple.
Some of us in certain sections of the nation
helped enact the so-called Fair Labor Standards
Act as an anti-enterprise scheme to help stifle
the industrial development of another section of
our country.

Our Political Sins Are Many
Some of us sanction and defend the use of
political means to support anti-enterprise manipulations of the Federal Treasury on behalf of
the silver mining industry.
Some of us have put the products of agriculture on the dole. We call it "parity," "removal
of surpluses," "price stabilization" or · "crop
insurance."
Many of us, including the organization I represent, have helped to put on the statute books
the so-called Fair Trade Acts, or resale price
maintenance laws, anti-enterprise devices for
legalizing agreements to restrict price competition and maintain the merchant's mark-up.
Others of us lend assistance and even initiate
"pro-rate" schemes, devices to control production, allocate markets and "stabilize" prices on
a variety of products. Such schemes are antienterprise in their whole conception.
Probably in no instance do so many of us get
off the free enterprise beam as in the case of protective tariffs. There are honest and sound reasons for some tariffs based on national defense
requirements, due to the low state of morality
and economic integrity between nations. But to
support tariffs in general on the grounds that
they permanently increase purchasing power,
employment and prosperity is evidence that we
need some lessons in first principles. Our group,
so long as it insists on this scarcity device, and
for scarcity reasons, can be assured that we never
will or never should be effective in ridding our
nation of the scarcity devices of labor, agriculture and government.

We Please Kar 1 Marx
But to these few samples must be added another fault not exclusive to our organizations but
so generally practiced by them that it deserves
the name "Chamber of Commerce Socialism."
It is the trick of running to the federal grabbag for the financing of local projects on the

theory that if we don't get ours the other fellows
will, and justified on the insupportable grounds
that there is no other way to pay for local improvements. Karl Marx, could he rise from the
dust of his communistic old bones and see the
paths we have beaten to Washington for that
inferior brand of fool's gold, deficit money,
would shout that the world might hear:
"See! What did I tell you? Those Americans! Those capitalists! They have nothing
but material interests. I said so in 'Das
Kapital'. I called it 'Economic Determinism'. I knew it. I knew it. And comes the
revolution!"
Now we might for illustrative purposes sample
some of our more prominent postwar thinking.

More War, More Prosperity!
Many of the leaders among us assure America
that everything is going to be all right because
we shall have, at the end of this war, some
125 billion dollars in pent-up purchasing power.
They refer of course to that something for which
the English language has no name but which
results from monetizing deficits. Should the war
last twice as long as estimated we would then
have 250 billion dollars in pent-up purchasing
power. The longer the war lasts the more prosperous we shall be!
Another idea of ours is, if we plan courageously enough, think of all the things, products,
commodities and gadgets we can make, estimate
the employment that each will take in its making
and if the labor thus aggregated equals our total
employables we shall have full employment. As
though thinking of a product or even making it
were a prime factor in determining its marketability! Producers who act as if they had large
orders on hand when they have only small orders,
or no orders, will soon go broke no matter how
noble their motives and no matter how many of
them join in such follies.

Fairy-Tale Market Research
Still a third contribution, by us, to our postwar salvation is a research job, done Gallup
style, in which we ask people what they want for
the postwar Christmas. Is it a brand new automobile? An electric stove? A new ice box? Or
could it be a new home? Well, anyway, when
the research and the arithmetic incident to it are
done it shows what the American people now
think they may want when the shooting is over.
This list of heart's desires is then made available
to all who fabricate that they may be aided in
blueprinting the coming days of peace and prosperity. (The suggestion is offered that a more
imposing list could be had from China where
there are more people who have fewer things.
If desire is an important condition to actually
possessing things then why isn't a list from China
even more useful than one made up here?)*
One more profundity of ours is, "if business
doesn't provide full employment government
will." These are "words put in our mouths" by
the collectivists. Responsibility for employment
rests where authority resides. l\1anagement,
today, has little authority over conditions controlling employment. Such authority is more
with labor groups and with government than
with business. What we ought to say is, "if we
can't rid ourselves of bureaucracy and restrictionism so that we may employ ourselves and
others as free men-then by deficit processes we
will try to employ ourselves through government,
the most inefficient way we have of organizing
ourselves economically."

New Attitude in Order
This self-castigation, these criticisms which
have been so generously ventured, are made not
to disparage the voluntary remnant-those on
our side of the freedom fence-but rather to
*Purchas ing power as w ell as d esire is necessary.

P e ople

l1ave purchas in g power wh ere they produce it. They produce
it where they start a productive enterprise or work for a
successful enterpri ser.

suggest that we have no monopoly on economic
virtue; that our thinking is too casual and frothy,
with little relation to the real issues; that very
often we are as anti-enterprise as those we condemn; and that a new attitude on our part is in
order. It is certainly in order if we are to offer
any worth-while and workable solutions to the
postwar problems.
Before we examine these suggested new attitudes and approaches it is well to brief the problem we want to solve. The first question is,
what kind of society or, more precisely, what
conditions do we want to prevail in the postwar
era?
There are many elaborate ways of answering
this question but here is a simple and perhaps an
adequate one: When my two boys return from
the war I don't want them to come to me and
say, "Dad, with what government bureau should
we seek a job?" Nor do I want new opportunity
so restricted that they will be forced to ask,
"With what existing employer shall we try for
employment?" I want conditions in these United
States to be such that they will want to ask, "In
what line of endeavor do you believe we should
set up for ourselves?"
Full employment could easily be a meaningless accomplishment. Many slave states attain it.
Full employment, if it is to be the productive
kind we want, is a product of something more
basic. It is at this something more basic that
we should aim. This something more basic is job
makers. We must have several hundred thousand new job makers each year.

Job Makers Our Worry
Give us enough job makers and full employment will follow as a matter of course. Under
a sound economic society job makers will spring
from all ranks: labor, jobless war workers, returning soldiers. Such results are possible only
under one form of economic society: free competitive enterprise. Free competitive enterprise is

possible, even for America, only after a drastic
remodeling of our whole political and economic
structure. This remodeling is possible only if
enough of us understand what free competitive
enterprise is. That understanding is not sufficient today.

Our Opportunity, Our Duty
These postulates, and few, if any, in this group
will contend that they are not self-evident truths,
make clear our opportunity, our duty and our
program: It is to develop an understanding and
skilled advocacy of free competitive enterprise.
The job is not easy. It is difficult almost beyond description, for so very many from our
own group, while paying lip-service to free competitive enterprise, want none of it when, for
the first time in their business lives, they find
out what it actually is. That the job can be done
has been evidenced by the performance of the
Manchester, England, Chamber of Commerce.
The performance is buried in a century of
history and is not well known. But England,
following twenty years of the Napoleonic wars,
was in a distressing economic condition, a condition assured to us when we finish this war:
She had been fighting Napoleon in Europe, Asia and Africa, besides financing the
war efforts of her European allies.
Her national debt, in proportion to her
population and income, was equivalent to
the staggering load which we are piling on
our own shoulders.
Industry, trade and agriculture were burdened ·by an annual tax load estimated at
half the national income.
Her currency was depreciated and her
budget badly unbalanced.
Unemployment was widespread and she
had a larger proportion of her people on
relief than ever before or since.
Enterprisers and job makers were handicapped by a top-heavy bureaucracy and by
attempts of government to provide security
in place of opportunity.

Productive Energy Released
The businessmen of Manchester under the
leadership of two economic thinkers, Cobden and
Bright, and operating through the Manchester
Chamber of Commerce, were the initiators of a
freedom movement. The leaders in this movement developed an understanding of free competitive enterprise. They became skilled advocates of it. They perfected their arguments.
They gained convictions too informed and wellfounded for adversaries successfully to combat.
Members of Parliament gave ear to their suggestions. Restrictionism was destroyed. Regimentation was dissolved. Laws hindering production and trade were repealed. The human
energy abounding in millions of individuals was
released. Within a few years England entered
the most prosperous era of her long history.
No Manchester Chamber of Commerce can do
this service for America. Our country is much
larger, our economy is more complex and our
troubles more difficult to diagnose than was the
case in England a century ago. But all of us
working together, inspiring the leadership of all
ranks with the sincerity and worthiness of our
purpose, could turn the tide of statism into the
productive currents of freedom. If the techniques we have learned be sound, if we have the
organizing ability we claim, if we be as ingenious as reputed and if we have the ability
effectively to meet changing situations and problems, we will accept this challenge and win this
battle 'On the home front. This is the greatest
single opportunity presented in American chamber of commerce history.

Let's Outdo Each Other
A program of this character is to be sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States. It will be announced shortly.
The National Chamber can 1erve as the stimulator and as the clearing house for ideas, but the
real genius will have to be supplied by our local

organizations. I could have nothing more important to suggest to this Second War Conference than the idea that we try to outdo each
other in the performance of this service for our
country, for our armed forces and for millions
of temporary war workers!
And let us not be discouraged by the defeatists
who say that free enterprise no longer is a possibility, that a great social revolution is sweeping
the world. There is a movement unmistakable
in its scope and in its meaning but it does not
deserve the term social revolution. More accurately it should be called a social scourge. At
least it is a social scourge to the extent that it
represents attempts to profit at the expense of
others - to get something for nothing. These
attempts seem to be the essence of the so-called
social revolution. The term social revolution
ought to be reserved for the movement, the
movement here advocated, aimed at the overthrow of this scourge.

A Contest in Leadership
I have one more point. It is that we look to
the improvement of ourselves and our own ideas
and that we quit worrying so much about how
little other people know. The job we should do
on ourselves is perhaps bigger than we are capa.
ble of accomplishing. L et's not be like the fly
described by Matthew P rior, the fly who sat
perched on a chariot wheel, declaring to the
world:
"Did ever any mortal fly
Raise such a cloud of dust as I!"
The contest in America today, the contest between freedom and coercion, is a contest between
leaders, leaders being men of ingenuity and
energy. There are many thousands of leaders on
either side. Their weapons are ideas. The fellows on the other side have developed their jargon rather well. On our side we don't explain,
we sputter. Isn't it clear, then, that our princi-

pal task is the perfection of ourselves, of our own
ideas? And that our enemies are never people
or political parties but bad ideas? And that we
should cherish good ideas? And that we should
train ourselves to distinguish between the two?

What Is First, What Is Last?
This conference was keynoted, in a manner
agreeable to this keynoter, twenty-five centuries
ago. It was done by Confucius who observed
that perfection in things depends largely in
knowing what is first and what is last. In expanding the thought he had this to say :
"The ancients who wished to illustrate
virtue throughout the kingdom
first governed well their state.
Wishing to govern well their state they
first regulated their families.
Wishing to regulate their families they
first cultivated their personalities.
Wishing to cultivate their personalities they
first rectified their minds.
Wishing to rectify their minds they
first sought to be sincere in their
thoughts.
Wishing to be sincere in their thoughts they
first extended to the utmost their
knowledge.
The extension of knowledge is by the ittvestigation of things.

Things being investigated,
knowledge became complete.
Their knowledge being complete,
their thoughts were sincere.
Their thoughts being sincere,
their hearts were then rectified.
Their hearts being rectified,
their personalities were cultivated.
Their personalities being cultivated,
their families were regulated.
Their families being regulated,
their States were rightly governed.
The States being rightly governed,
the whole kingdom was made tranquil
and happy."

